JEEP® RENEGADE + AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR RENEGADE, NOT ALL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES ARE CREATED EQUAL. AS THE OFFICIAL SERVICE, PARTS AND CUSTOMER CARE PROVIDER FOR THE JEEP® BRAND, ONLY MOPAR® PARTS AND ACCESSORIES CAN ENSURE THE PROPER FIT, FINISH AND FUNCTIONALITY THAT’S BECAUSE THEY’RE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT ENGINEERED BY THE SAME PEOPLE WHO DESIGNED YOUR VEHICLE, WHICH MEANS YOU CAN PERSONALIZE YOUR RIDE WITH COMPLETE CONFIDENCE.

MOPAR® IS ALSO MORE THAN PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, WE WERE HERE TO HELP YOU PROPERLY MAINTAIN AND CARE FOR YOUR VEHICLE. OUR CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS ARE TRAINED TO KNOW YOUR VEHICLE BEST, AND OUR MOPAR EXPRESS CARE SERVICE DEPARTMENTS ARE SET UP TO GET YOU IN AND OUT QUICKLY. FROM PARTS AND ACCESSORIES TO EXPERT SERVICE AND MORE, ALWAYS BE SURE TO CHOOSE MOPAR. LEARN MORE AT MOPAR.CA.
A. HITCH RECEIVER PLUG. Includes retention strap. Features the Jeep® Brand logos or Mopar® Brand logos. (82208453AB – Jeep logo; 82208455AB – Mopar logo)

B. ROCK RAILS. Help absorb impact and protect lower bodyside panels while off-roading. Heavy-gauge steel with Black powder-coat finish.

C. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel with laser-etched Jeep Brand logo.

D. KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Handcrafted, customizable and professionally designed leather-trimmed interior options. Ask your retailer for more information.

E. TENT KIT. Attaches to rear of vehicle or stands alone. 3 x 3 metres in size, 3 x 3 square metres screened room available. Includes carrying case for easy storage.

F. LICENCE PLATE FRAMES. Stainless steel in Black or Polished finish, with or without Jeep Brand logo.

G. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Reduce wind noise and allow windows to be open even during inclement weather.

H. HITCH RECEIVER. (1) Towing capacity of up to 907 kg (2,000 lb) with weight-distributing equipment. Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness sold separately.

I. ROOF RACK CROSSRAILS. TRAB4553 – Silver; 82215961 – Black.

J. ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER. TCSUP811

K. ROOF MOUNT ADAPTER KIT. (1) Not shown. 

HITCH BALL, CHROME. (1) (Not shown).

L. BOX PROW (EXTRA) 3 x 3 metres, 18 x 15 centimetre screened room.

M. BOX PROW (EXTRA) 3 x 3 metres, 18 x 15 centimetre screened room.
YOUR JEEP® RENEGADE + THE ROOF RACK CROSSRAILS + THE CARRIER OF YOUR CHOICE = ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVENTURE. WHETHER YOU'RE HEADED TO CATCH SOME WAVES OR CATCH UP WITH FAMILY, MOPAR® ROOF RACKS AND CARRIERS HELP YOU BRING WHAT YOU WANT, WHEREVER YOU'RE GOING. SIMPLY ADD THE ROOF RACK CROSSRAILS AND CHOOSE THE CARRIER THAT MATCHES YOUR ACTIVITY. SPORT, BIKE AND CARGO CARRIER OPTIONS FROM MOPAR LET YOU BRING — AND HAVE — IT ALL.

**ROOF RACK CROSSRAILS**
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Your Jeep Renegade + the roof rack crossrails + the carrier of your choice = endless opportunities for adventure. Whether you're headed to catch some waves or catch up with family, Mopar® roof racks and carriers help you bring what you want, wherever you're going. Simply add the roof rack crossrails and choose the carrier that matches your activity. Sport, bike and cargo carrier options from Mopar let you bring — and have — it all.

**SPORT CARRIERS**

- Roof Top Cargo Bag (1)(2)
  - TCINT869 – 16 cu ft
  - 82207198 – 11 cu ft

**BIKE CARRIERS**

- Roof-Mount Kayak Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCKAY883
- Roof-Mount Ski and Snowboard Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCS92725
- Roof-Mount Surf and Paddle Board Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCSUP811
- Roof-Mount Canoe Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCCAN819
- Roof-Mount Fork-Mount Bike Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCFKM526

**CARGO CARRIERS**

- Roof Top Cargo Basket (1)(2)
  - TCCAN859
- Roof-Mount Cargo Net (3)
  - 82209422AB
- Roof-Top Cargo Box (1)(2)
  - TCBOX614 – 14 cu ft
  - TCBOX624 – 13 cu ft
- Roof-Mount Upright Bike Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCOES599
- Roof-Mount Surf and Paddle Board Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCSUP811
- Roof-Mount Canoe Carrier (1)(2)
  - TCCAN819

**EXTEND THE ADVENTURE**

See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

*Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.*

ADDING MORE PERSONALITY

Vehicle Features: Treadmark Hood and Bodyside Graphics.

- **A. Black Hood Graphic.** (82214817AB)
- **B. White Snowboarding Hood and Bodyside Graphics.** (82214822AC)
- **C. Black BMX Hood and Bodyside Graphics.** (82214823AC)
- **D. Black Brushed Hood and Bodyside Graphics.** (82214824AB)
- **E. Army Star Hood Graphic.**
  - Black (82214617) - White (82214618)
- **F. Treadmark Hood and Bodyside Graphics.** (82214839AB)
- **G. Army Star Bodyside Graphic.**
  - Black (82214733) - White (82214734)

Mopar® offers a variety of graphics to personalize your Jeep® Renegade® and express your individuality. These graphics are designed and tested specifically for your vehicle.

Made of fade- and weather-resistant 3M™ vinyl and include a layer of laminate to protect the graphic and your vehicle.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
A. MOULDED CARGO TRAY. Full-area protection against outside debris, and easy to clean. Features the Jeep® Brand logo. [82214195]

B. ENVELOPE CARGO NET.(1) Black nylon net fastens to tie-down loops to help keep loose items secure. [82210538AB]

C. PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT. Protects vehicle’s cargo carpet. Features the Jeep Brand logo. [82214322 - Black]

D. CARGO TOTE. (1) Helps organize your on-the-road gear. Features skid-resistant bottom, snap-in dividers for modular storage and the Jeep Brand logo. [82208566]

E. FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. deflects road debris, dirt and insects away from vehicle and windshield. [82214055AB]

F. TRANSPARENT STONE CHIP PROTECTION FILM. Helps protect vehicle’s paint finish from bugs, scratches, dirt, etc. [82214350]

G. VEHICLE COVER. Blocks UV rays, protects against pollutants and resists water. Features elasticized bottom edges at front and rear, and the Jeep Brand logo. [82214229]

H. FRONT END COVER. Features license plate opening. Trailhawk® model features tow hook openings (shown). [82215990AA – Non Trailhawk]

I. ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS. Custom, bucket-style mats provide maximum coverage and deeper channels to trap and protect your floor from wetness, salt, mud, dirt and grime. Front mats feature the Jeep Brand logo. Set of three. [82214194AB]

J. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Protect vehicle’s footwell carpet. Front mats feature the Jeep Brand logo. Set of four. [82214324]

K. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Help protect the lower bodyside panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris. Set of two. [82214128 – Front]

L. BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. Stainless steel pedal covers with Black rubber pads. No drilling required. [82214268]

M. AUTOMATIC. [82214995]

N. JEEP® AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES EMBLEM. Black and Silver metal appliqué. [82211201]

O. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords, and gloves. [82213499]

P. MOPAR® CENTRE CAPS. Set of four. [82212508]

Q. VALVE STEM CAPS. Feature the Jeep® Brand logo. Set of four. [82213628AB – Silver]

[82214622 – Black]

R. SPARE TIRE KIT. Includes tire, wheel, jack and installation hardware. [82214679AC]

S. WINTER WHEEL. Black steel replacement wheel. 17-inch diameter. [68256382AA]

T. BATTERY BLANKET. Warms battery to extend life and retain starting power. 80 watts. [82300778]

U. BATTERY CHARGER. Continuously monitors and maintains vehicle battery. [82213378]

WHEEL LOCK KIT. (Not shown). Offers maximum protection without affecting wheel balance. Includes four chrome-plated lug bolts and a special-fitting key. [82214871]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.